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Study of magnetic field determined from vanishing rotational hysteresis
loss in CoCrPtB perpendicular thin film media

Shin Saito,a) Yoshihiro Sato, Fumikazu Hoshi, David D. Djayaprawira,
and Migaku Takahashi
Department of Electronic Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University,
Sendai 980-8579, Japan

The magnetic field determined from vanishing rotational hysteresis loss of CoCrPtB perpendicular
thin film media was experimentally investigated. It was clarified that~1! in Co72Cr16Pt8B4 media
with dmag of less than 200 nm and Co64Cr24Pt8B4 media with dmag of less than 100 nm, a
homogeneous structure was realized, except for the existence of an initial growth region.~2! For
both media, the perpendicular rotational hysteresis loss,Wr , the maximum field ofWr , Hp , and the
field whereWr50, HWr 50

, increased with an increase indmag. ~3! For both media,HWr 50
/Hk

grain

increased with an increase indmagand saturated at a magnitude of about 1.~4! For the medium with
thin magnetic film thickness, at applied field ofHWr 50

,H,Hk
grain, a multidomain state was

realized in the torque measurement in spite of no observation of loss of rotational hysteresis. This
is considered to be due to the existence of thermal agitation between the multidomains. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1452278#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For CoCr-based longitudinal recording media, it is su
gested that the magnetic field where rotational hysteresis
(Wr) vanishes (HWr 50

) corresponds to the magnetic aniso
ropy field (Hk) of magnetic grains in a medium.1,2 This phe-
nomenon has been used to determineHk for longitudinal
media. On the other hand, for perpendicular recording me
magnetic anisotropy fieldHk has been determined from
2Ku /Ms ,3,4 rather thanHWr 50

. Therefore, it is interesting to
find the relationship betweenHWr 50

and Hk . However, no
experimental data or physical discussions ofHWr 50

for
CoCr-based perpendicular media have been reported ye
this article, the dependence ofHWr 50

on the magnetic film
thickness,dmag, was experimentally evaluated andHWr 50

is
compared withHk for CoCrPtB perpendicular media. Fu
thermore, the physical meaning ofHWr 50

is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS

Co72Cr16Pt8B4 and Co64Cr24Pt8B4 media~hereafter sim-
ply called medium A and medium B! were fabricated by the
dc magnetron sputtering method on 65 mm diam glass s
strates using a so-called ultraclean sputtering system.5 The
substrate was heated by a quartz lamp and the heating
perature was 350 °C for medium A and 200 °C for mediu
B, respectively. These were the temperatures at which
perpendicular coercivity shows a maximum value for bo
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material systems withdmag550 nm. The sputtering was don
under Ar pressure of 6.731021 Pa. dmag of media A and B
was varied from 5 to 200 nm. The underlayer and the p
tective layer were Ta with thickness of 25 nm and C w
thickness of 7 nm, respectively.

The magnetic hysteresis loops and perpendicular m
netic anisotropy were evaluated by a vibrating sample m
netometer~VSM! and a high sensitivity torque magnetom
ter, respectively. Prior to torque measurement, the me
were ac demagnetized.Wr was evaluated from perpendicula
torque curves with an increase in magnetic field from 1 to
kOe. HWr 50

inc , which is the field in whichWr vanished, was

determined using aWr vs 1/H plot.2 Wr was also evaluated
with decreases in magnetic field from 20 to 1 kOe a
HWr 50

dec , which is the field whereWr appeared, was deter

mined using the same method. It is clarified thatHWr 50

inc and

HWr 50

dec showed almost the same value. In this article,

HWr 50

dec is represented asHWr 50
. The saturated torque coeffi

cient of the twofold component,L2u
sat, was obtained by ex-

trapolating the coefficient versus the 1/H curve toH→`. By
taking into account the self-energy caused by the demag
tizing field, the experimentally obtained total perpendicu
magnetic anisotropy of the whole film,Ku'

exp, can be ex-
pressed as

Ku'
exp5L2u

sat12pMs
2. ~1!

the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of columnar grains,Ku
grain

and the thickness of initial growth layer,dini for the present
media are evaluated byKu'

exp3dmag vs dmag plot.6,7
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The averageHk
grain was calculated from

Hk
grain52Ku

grain/Ms. ~2!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1~a!, the product of the saturation magnetizati
to the magnetic film thickness,Ms3dmag, for media A and B
is plotted againstdmag. For both media, it is found thatMs

3dmag increases proportionally, withdmag crossing zero.Ms

was determined from the gradient of theMs3dmag vs dmag

plot, which gave a value of 570 emu/cm3 for medium A and
330 emu/cm3 for medium B, respectively. In Fig. 1~b!, the
product of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy to the m
netic film thickness,Ku'

exp3dmag, for media A and B is plotted
againstdmag. For medium A,Ku'

exp3dmag increases linearly
with an increase indmag, with a positive intersection at th
dmag axis. The values ofKu

grain and dini evaluated are 2.98
3106 erg/cm3 and 1.9 nm, respectively. On the other han
for medium B,Ku'

exp3dmag increases linearly with an increas
in dmag within the 10–100 nm range. Fordmag.150 nm, the
relation betweenKu'

exp3dmag and dmag becomes slightly lin-
early quadratic. The values ofKu

grain determined for medium
B are 1.453106, 1.523106, and 1.583106 erg/cm3 for me-
dia with dmagof less than 100, 150, and 200 nm, respective
This suggests that there is a slight heterogeneity of the
crostructure along the film depth inc-plane-oriented colum-
nar grains. Thedini was determined to be 2.6 nm.

In Table I, the intrinsic magnetic properties of column
grains,Ms , Ku

grain, andHk
grain, the thickness of initial growth

layer, dini , and perpendicular magnetic properties,Hc ~50
nm! and a ~50 nm!, for both media are summarized. Her

FIG. 1. ~a! Ms3dmag vs dmag plot and~d! Ku'
exp3dmag vs dmag plot for media

A, Co72Cr16Pt8B4 , and B, Co64Cr24Pt8B4 , prepared on a Ta underlayer.
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Hc ~50 nm! anda ~50 nm! are the coercivity and the slope o
the magnetization curve versus the magnetic field at the
ercivity ~4pM /H at H5Hc! of the media with dmag

550 nm, respectively. The magnitude ofa ~50 nm! shows
low values of 1.3 and 1.1 for media A and B, respective
which means that intergranular exchange coupling is we

In Fig. 2, the values of perpendicular rotational hyst
esis loss,Wr , for media A and B with various film thick-
nesses are shown as a function of the inverse applied
1/H. In both media,Wr appears at low 1/H ~large field!,
increases with an increase in 1/H ~decreasing field!, reaches
a maximum, and then decreases. For both media A and B
maximum value ofWr increases with an increase indmag,
and the inverse applied field, 1/Hp , whereWr takes a maxi-
mum, is shifted toward the lower 1/H side ~higher field!.
1/HWr 50

is also shifted toward the lower 1/H side with an

increase indmag. HWr 50
was determined by fittingWr with a

quadratic function in the range ofWr
max/3–Wr

max/20.
In Fig. 3, the dependence ofHWr 50

/Hk
grain on dmag is

shown for media A and B. For medium A withdmag

510 nm, HWr 50
/Hk

grain shows only a small value of 0.46

With an increase indmag, HWr 50
/Hk

grain gradually increases

and saturates at a magnitude of 0.94 withdmagmore than 100
nm. Almost the same tendency was observed in medium
sinceHWr 50

/Hk
grain increases from a small value of 0.51 wit

dmag520 nm, and saturates at 0.99 withdmag more than 100
nm. Therefore, it was clarified that~1! in the thickdmag re-
gion with dmag of more 100 nm,HWr 50

FIG. 2. Rotational hysteresis losses for media A, Co72Cr16Pt8B4 , and B,
Co64Cr24Pt8B4 , prepared on a Ta underlayer with various magnetic fi
thicknesses.
TABLE I. Intrinsic magnetic properties of columnar grains,Ms , Ku
grain, andHk

grain, and thickness of the initial
growth layer,dini , and perpendicular magnetic properties,Hc ~50 nm! anda ~50 nm!, for CoCrPtB media. For
medium B,Ms , Ku

grain, andHk
grain with dmag of less than 100 nm are summarized.

Medium
Ms

~emu/cm3!
Ku

grain

~erg/cm3!
Hk

grain

~kOe!
dini

~nm!
Hc(kOe)
~50 nm!

a
~50 nm!

A Co72Cr16Pt8B4 /Ta ~25 nm! 570 2.983106 10.5 1.9 2.8 1.3
B Co64Cr24Pt8B4 /Ta ~25 nm! 330 1.453106 8.8 2.6 1.3 1.1
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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becomes close to aboutHk
grain (HWr 50

/Hk
grain'1); ~2! in the

thin dmagregion withdmagof less than 100 nm,HWr 50
gradu-

ally decreases fromHk
grain with a decrease indmag, although

the average values of intrinsic magnetic properties of colu
nar grains in media, such asMs , Ku

grain, and Hk
grain, were

constant as shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. The fact that
average value ofHk

grain is independent of the film thicknes
suggests that the distribution of the anisotropy field of
columnar grains is not the dominant factor in the thickn
dependence ofHWr 50

.
Since we know that, in these perpendicular media,

switching of magnetization, which is the origin of torqu
loss, occurs around the direction of hard magnetizat
which is parallel to the film plane theM –H loops in this
direction were analyzed to understand the magnetiza
state in the media atHWr 50

. In Fig. 4, theM –H loops mea-
sured parallel to the film plane are shown for media A and
with dmag520, 50, and 200 nm. Before measurement, b
media were saturated by applying a magnetic field of
kOe. In each loop, saturated field,Hsat, andHWr 50

for the
media are shown by arrows. According to theM –H loops,
for the media in the present study,Hsatalmost corresponds to
Hk

grain. In the M –H loops for medium A,HWr 50
with dmag

5200 nm is close toHsat. With a decrease indmag of up to
20 nm, the difference betweenHsat and HWr 50

becomes
larger. The same tendency can be found in medium B. Th
results indicate that for thin media withHWr 50

less than

Hk
grain, even though a field as large asHWr 50

is applied, the
magnetic moments still do not saturate toward the film pla
direction. This suggests that during torque measurement
an applied field larger thanHWr 50

and less thanHk
grain, there

are multidomains with magnetic moments tilting upward a
downward toward the film plane when the applied field
parallel to the plane of the film.

FIG. 3. HWr50 normalized byHk
grain as a function of the magnetic film

thickness for media A, Co72Cr16Pt8B4 , and B, Co64Cr24Pt8B4 , prepared on a
Ta underlayer.
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Finally, we discuss the physical meaning ofHWr 50
. For

the thick media withdmag of more than 100 nm, the value o
HWr 50

is close toHk
grain, as if the sample were not influence

by the demagnetization field. This is only true if the magn
tization configuration in the stable state is the demagneti
state with the magnetization aligned perpendicularly, an
the magnetization configuration in the unstable state is
saturated state with magnetization aligned parallel to
plane of the film. For the thin media withdmag of less than
100 nm, with a decrease indmag the value ofHWr 50

becomes

smaller thanHk
grain. In other words, for the thin media a

applied field larger thanHWr 50
but less thanHk

grain, Wr does
not appear, even though the magnetic moments are rea
in multidomain states during torque measurement. We c
clude that this phenomenon is caused by thermal agitat
that is, the magnetization reversal between upward
downward domains at thermal equilibrium, which does n
contribute to the rotational hysteresis loss.
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FIG. 4. M –H loops measured parallel to the film’s plane for media
Co72Cr16Pt8B4 , and B, Co64Cr24Pt8B4 , prepared on a Ta underlayer wit
film thicknesses of 20, 50, and 200 nm. In each loop,HWr50 and saturated
field, Hsat, for the media are shown by arrows.
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